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No New Sanctions at CAATSA Deadline,
But Russia Remains High Risk
Russia still poses a high sanctions risk even though the Trump Administration did
not announce any new sanctions on the January 29, 2018 deadline to implement
a provision of the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act
(CAATSA).1 The State Department on January 29, 2018 said that CAATSA was an
effective deterrent and that additional sanctions were not necessary, according to press
reports.2 In addition, the Treasury Department issued a congressionally mandated
report naming wealthy and politically connected Russians but did not impose new
sanctions on any of them.3

Nonetheless, the risk associated with doing business in Russia remains high because
of existing U.S. and European sanctions and associated anti-money laundering
requirements.
▶▶ Persons who conduct significant transactions with the entities on the State
Department’s October 2017 defense and intelligence sector list risk being
sanctioned under the State Department’s CAATSA program.4 In addition,
about half of the defense sector entities and five of the six intelligence sector
entities on the State Department’s list are Specially Designated Nationals (SDNs)
under Treasury sanctions programs.5 These entities were sanctioned under
authorities to which CAATSA added secondary sanctions in August 2017.6
▶▶ The Treasury Department’s report lists 114 senior Russian political figures and
96 wealthy Russians.7 Some of the people on the lists already are subject to
sanctions. Financial institutions are not required to block or reject transactions
involving those who are not sanctioned,8 but they should apply their policies
for dealing with Politically Exposed Persons to the people listed, because they
are senior political figures or Russian business leaders who are on the U.S.
government’s radar. Some also have relationships with sanctioned persons.
▶▶ Treasury’s Russia-Ukraine program remains active. On January 26, 2018, the
Treasury Department sanctioned 21 individuals and nine entities under RussiaUkraine authorities. The new listings focused on misappropriation of Ukrainian
state assets, Ukrainian separatists, and Russian entities operating in Crimea.9
Russian efforts to neutralize U.S. sanctions, the activities of Russian transnational
criminal organizations, and other programs that implicate Russia amplify
the illicit finance risk emanating from Russia. Congress enacted Section 228 of

CAATSA – which passed the House of Representatives 419-3 and the Senate 98-2
– to address Russian sanctions evasion and is likely to remain focused on Russia
as a leading U.S. national security threat.10
▶▶ Russia is creating a state bank to service the defense sector, according to press
reports. Russia decided to create the defense bank because large Russian
banks were concerned about being sanctioned under CAATSA for servicing
the defense sector, according to the same press reports.11 Russia has not yet
named the bank. When the defense bank is named, financial institutions
should determine the extent of their direct and indirect exposure to it.
▶▶ Russia also is reportedly seeking to neutralize U.S. sanctions by creating its
own digital currency, according to press reports,12 and the Panama Papers13
and Mirror Trading14 scandals revealed that politically connected and wealthy
Russians have sophisticated money laundering capabilities that could help
them evade sanctions.
▶▶ On December 22, 2017, Treasury designated the “Thieves-in-Law” as a
transnational criminal organization under Executive Order 13581.15 All of the
individuals and entities sanctioned for participating in the Thieves-in-Law
were Russian.16
▶▶ In addition, the Magnitsky Act17 and Global Magnitsky Act18 also affect
Russian actors and interests, and Russian entities have been designated
recently under Treasury’s North Korea authorities.19
CAATSA also required the Administration to send two other reports to Congress
on January 29, one on sovereign debt and the other on Russian illicit finance.20
Neither of those reports has been released publicly.
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